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To the people who have become my extended family,

Much has been said about the Ovid.ie and ByCoi.io projects and there is much mis-information that I
thought it best to respond to the latest threat which have reached me via a number of channels.

THE ORIGINS OF OVID

NewDealShaker was created as a OneLife initiative, spearheaded by Konstantin and I, because old
DealShaker, as an e-commerce platform was, and still is, broken. It is important to note that
NewDealShaker is completely self-funded, and that I was neither ever employed by, nor been paid by
OneLife. I am in fact the sole shareholder of an Irish based company called Dantir Dilela Limited.
Numerous attempts have been made to try and get staff in the Sofia office to share the directorship.

The original intention was that this new venture funded the Sofia office. An offer that still stands. A
further point of focus is that members of NewDealerShaker who redeemed money from their cash
account were neither actually paid by myself and my team NOR by Corporate in Sofia, which has never
contributed to the platform in anyway. The total monies owed to my team and I to recompense the Cash
Accounts is around €150,000 while the new platforms development cost is around €60,000 to date.
Dantir Dilela Limited also pays for the leases and maintenance of several of Dr Ruja’s properties in
London which cost over €30,000 per month.

‘Nobody who enters the OneLife family leaves poorer’ was Konstantin’s vision - and he really drove
the NewDealShaker project in partnership with me until his arrest. Please remember that I was
interrogated too and whilst it may be easy to cast accusations from a faraway European capital, it’s quite
another to risk your personal safety and freedom whilst promoting the concept and being interrogated by
federal agents.

Konstantin’s vision was to have an independent e-commerce platform where OneCoin was the centre of
every deal and it was ultimately his decision to re-brand. He also personally selected the ‘OVID’ name.
Incidentally he was also the person pressuring the IT team in Bulgaria to provide my team access to the
back-end functionality. This co-operation never really materialised and the information and content
shared with us raised more questions than answers. Our primary concern was and still is the legitimacy
of the OneCoin blockchain as it would be unforgivable to expose the 1 million people who have a
OneCoin balance to financial ruin.
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I had to act and despite expressing a very real willingness to engage with the OneLife Corporate arm
should I receive the assurances of the blockchain legitimacy, my team and I have been threatened with
physical harm, economic sanctions and litigation. The very real uncertainty surrounding the legitimacy
and the future of OneLife and OneCoin in particular acted as a catalyst to the establishment of ByCoi
(BYC), of OVID.ie and the Exchange in July.

THE FACTS

ByCoi and OVID.ie are not threats to holders of OneCoin holders, franchisees nor merchants. Yes, I am
guilty of offering a legitimate currency and providing an empowered global e-commerce system with the
purpose of enriching OneLife members.

Our innovations are simply other platforms with which to market services and engage with the broader
crypto and merchant community.

The legitimacy of BYC is indisputable and power of OVID.ie as an e-commerce platform is already
proven. Add the power of an exchange which is launching in July and your coin will finally have a
quantitative value determined by global market trends. We are a community of people with a singular
vision of global economic empowerment and reward.

I also understand the reservations and fear that people have and I empathise with you. Like you, I have
also had to get used to the threats and intimidation tactics from certain individuals and departments
within OneLife. Global economic empowerment, equality and freedom cannot be born out of a
dictatorship because choice is the key element to free will and fear leads to servitude. Our vision is to
reward everybody in our community not just the select few.

GET YOUR BYC

To honour my commitment to Konstantin’s vision I would love for people with balances of OneCoin to be
a part of this journey which is why I am offering you the equivalent of your current OneCoin balance in
BYC.

It is a very easy process to claim your BYC and your identity is protected within our secure system. With
a simple sign up and a small software, custodial and KYC fee you will double your coin. Plus there is the
additional reassurance that should the US authorities act against Corporate in Sofia, you at least have a
viable coin investment.

Please be aware that this is a limited time offer as a token of our good will and if you have any queries
please contact our support service at ByCoi.io here.

Yours faithfully,

Duncan and the Dantir Dilela Limited Team

Here you can download the offical statement

 

Register free →

 
 
 

 
Dantir Dilela Ltd 

Clifton House, Fitzwilliam Street Lower 
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